The third list was that compiled by Wheeler and Howell,' consisting of the 453 words most frequently found in ten primers and ten first readers published between 1922 and 1929. This list represents as well as does anything available the actual reading materials common in Grade I and therefore the vocabulary upon which, presumably, all later grade reading is built. Each of these three lists is compiled on a dictionary basis (that is, regularly inflected forms of a single root are combined), and a comparison of the three lists could easily be made. From this comparison the list on pages 458-59 was secured.
This list may well be called "basic" because it includes the "tool" words that are used in all writing, no matter what the subject. Conjunctions join clauses regardless of what the clauses are about; prepositions introduce phrases of every kind; pronouns stand for any and all persons and things; adverbs modify every kind of verb; and adjectives modify every kind of noun. Verbs denote action or being of every sort of subject, and the auxiliaries, practically all of which are included in this list, are used with all the verbs of the language.
This list is not perfect, since no list secured from frequency counts can be flawless. The chances of use that enter into frequency counts cause some unimportant words to secure higher frequencies than some more important words. For instance, "jump" cannot be considered a word of wide usefulness, yet on these vocabulary lists it ranked with words like "do" or "make." Perhaps the most unexplainable case is the word "cut." Word-counting will always give some such cases. Word-counting is also certain to leave out of a list some words of importance which should be included but which did not happen to be used often enough in the sampling of material counted.
If the criterion of appearance on all three lists had been rigidly adhered to, the twenty-seven words marked with asterisks would have been cut from the list. This elimination would have been unfortunate, since these words appear in the first 510 of the International Kindergarten Union list and in the first 500 of the Gates list. Many of these words obviously belong with others on the basic list. "Which" belongs with "who" and "that," "done" and "goes" belong with "did" and "go," "start" belongs with "stop," and "write" with "read." The numbers under ten belong with the other numbers listed. For this reason these twenty-seven words are included in the basic list; they add a few that do not belong but more that seem as important as others on the list.
It is to be especially noted that this basic sight vocabulary includes no nouns. Nouns cannot be of universal use because each noun is tied to special subject matter. If new subject matter is used, new nouns must be used. Unfortunately, teachers have spent a great deal of energy in teaching the nouns in primers as sight words, and then, as the later books take up new materials, new nouns must be used and not those that have been learned. Perhaps one reason that many children in the intermediate grades do not know by sight the words on this basic list is that the emphasis on sight teaching has been on nouns instead of on these "tool" words. Some few nouns, such as "thing" or "man," do recur a great deal, but in the case of most nouns the rule applies that they are "local" to a particular activity or interest. The nouns common to the three lists are mainly local to young children's interests and to first-grade activities. They are in no sense basic to all elementary-school reading. That the reader may see this fact for himself, the list of nouns is given on page 460.
It is not claimed that the basic list of 220 words includes all the words that the elementary-school pupil should know by sight; the claim is only that he should at least know these. Consequently, when a child in any grade is found lacking in sight vocabulary, he should be tested to see which of these words he does know and should then be trained to recognize instantly by sight the words that he does not know. For this purpose small cards with the words printed in primer type on both sides are most convenient. The cards can be flashed before the pupil by the teacher or by another pupil, any unknown word named for the subject by the tester (who sees the word on the reverse of the card), and the pack gone over again and again until all 220 words are known with certainty. A daily record of words known can be used to show the learner a curve that indicates how he is improving. When the pupil recognizes these 220o words instantly and easily, he will have a "capital" of word knowledge with which he can attack any reading matter and, with guessing from context and perhaps some help from sounding, get something out of it. If his sounding is weak, training in that skill will complete the remedial process, and the pupil will be able to do the learning from books that school work demands.
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